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Units of Knowledge in Music Performance
Caroline Palmer and Carla van de Sande

The units of knowledge that form cognitive plans for music performance were examined in
production errors. In Experiment 1, pianists performed multivoice homophonic music (containing
strong across-voice associations) and polyphonic music (containing strong within-voice associ-
ations). Pitch errors reflected more chordal (across-voice) units in homophonic performances and
more single-note units in polyphonic performances. Error instructions were harmonically and
diatonically related to their intended pitches more often than chance, which demonstrates retriev-
al-based influences on planning. In Experiment 2, pianists conceptualized one of several voices
as melody. Both the melody and the voice controlled by outer right-hand fingers (a common
location of melody) contained fewer errors, which implies that there are conceptual, retrieval-
based, and articulatory influences on units of knowledge that contribute to planning music
performance.

Many aspects of skilled music performance make it a
particularly interesting cognitive capacity. Music perfor-
mance reflects a communication of structure among com-
posers, performers, and listeners, which suggests the exist-
ence of some shared musical knowledge. In addition, music
performance is a highly complex parallel behavior; for in-
stance, skilled pianists can produce 15-20 individual note
events per second with each hand (simultaneously), and the
cognitive demands can be large. Perhaps the most interest-
ing aspect of this musical skill is the apparent flexibility
(ability to generate different but functionally equivalent ac-
tions) and fluency (smoothness and consistency) seen in
well-practiced behavior. A paradox that arises here is that
fluency tends to reduce errors in skilled performance,
whereas the flexibility of generating novel combinations of
events can lead to an increase in new types of errors. A
popular explanation offered for this paradox is that skilled
production involves the advance construction of one or
more cognitive plans or internal representations of the be-
havior to be produced (Lashley, 1951; MacKay, 1982; Nor-
man, 1981). Plans are responsible for fluency and flexibil-
ity; the ability to form plans increases with practice.
Furthermore, if these internal representations co-exist, then
the potential for competition arises, which sometimes re-
sults in the wrong plan (or portions of it) being performed.
Thus, errors in skilled performance are thought to reflect
multiple internal representations of the behavior (Garrett,
1975; Norman, 1981).

Several accounts of skilled production assume that errors
result from a co-occurrence of more than one plan or corn-
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ponent at some point in processing. For instance, some types
of errors (such as anticipations and perseverations) reflect
influences of information intended for earlier or later in a
sequence (Lashley, 1951). In language production, speech
errors often involve related sounds or meanings, which may
arise from the computation of similar components during
planning (referred to as computational simultaneity; cf. Gar-
rett, 1975). Some theories of language production posit the
assembly of higher order (earlier) components (such as a
semantic representation) before lower order (later) compo-
nents (such as a phonological representation; cf. Fry, 1969;
Garrett, 1975). In accordance with this view, an internal
buffer stores the earlier planned components, which are
retrieved during planning of the later components. Speech
errors thus may involve similar elements because similar
units are caused to co-occur in the buffer. Music production
errors may likewise provide insights about the musical el-
ements that contribute to, or compete in, the planning of a
particular sequence of events.

We address here the specific problem of the units of
knowledge that contribute to the cognitive organization of
music performance. What musical structures and units are
retrieved from memory, organized, and executed in skilled
performance? We draw from production errors, or break-
downs resulting in unintended output, as evidence of the
units that constitute planning in music performance. Studies
of production errors in other skilled behaviors have posited
conceptually distinct units at multiple levels of planning.
For example, letters, digraphs, and word units are proposed
to be part of mental plans that account for production errors
in skilled typing (Gentner, Larochelle, & Grudin, 1988;
Shaffer, 1978) and phoneme, syllable, and word units are
proposed in language production (Fromkin, 1971; Fry,
1969; MacKay, 1982). The multiple types of units supported
by production errors are thought to reflect memory retrieval,
organization, and articulatory (motor) influences on plan-
ning, as well as conceptually distinct categories of items.

In Western tonal music, individual pitches, chords, and
keys have been posited as conceptually distinct units of
knowledge, which reflect levels of melodic, harmonic, and
tonal structure, respectively. Most perceptual models con-
sider individual pitch events to be the primary units (pro-
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cessed first), and chords (simultaneously sounded pitches)
and keys (specific patterns of intervals among a set of
pitches) to be secondary units, built from individual pitches.
For instance, a spreading activation model of pitch relation-
ships reflects individual note (pitch) units at a primary (low-
est) level, from which chords and keys are formed on the
basis of the strength of their links to units at other levels
(Bharucha, 1987; Bharucha & Stoeckig, 1986). Nodes cor-
responding to individual pitches are initially activated, and
through excitatory and inhibitory connections between
nodes, the activation spreads to parent chords and then to
keys. Music-theoretic and psychological accounts of pitch
relationships also suggest that hierarchical relationships
hold among notes, chords, and keys on multiple dimensions,
including pitch chroma, diatonicity, the harmonic circle of
fifths, and parallel and relative relations between major and
minor keys (Krumhansl, 1990; Krumhansl & Kessler, 1982;
Lerdahl, 1988; Shepard, 1982). These accounts assume that
essentially the same mental processes operate on each type
of unit. Thus, we might predict that planning of music
performance reflects influences of the same distinct units,
with individual notes as primary units and with the same
processes affecting each type of unit. The experiments re-
ported here test these predictions by examining the size and
contents of production errors during music performance.

There are difficulties, however, in applying these assump-
tions from perceptual models to music performance: First,
they do not incorporate conceptual or artistic interpretations.
Performers have significant latitude in their interpretation of
the structural significance of musical events; they can
weight some units more or less heavily, depending on their
particular conception of a musical piece. Also, articulatory
properties (motor commands produced for a specified se-
quence of successive events) may influence performance
plans; for example, two perceptually related musical events
may be distinguished by their ease of motor production. For
instance, keyboard performances of musical scales suggest
a greater range of articulatory control for the right hand than
for the left hand (MacKenzie & Van Eerd, 1990). Thus,
accounts of the mental plans underlying music performance
must consider production constraints in addition to percep-
tual constraints.

One prediction that follows from the communicative de-
mands on music performance is that production errors re-
flect some correspondence between the composer's speci-
fication of musical structure and the performer's conceptual
representation of it. For instance, both homophonic and
polyphonic piano compositions contain multiple simulta-
neous voices or parts, but the interrelationships among the
voices are quite different in each; the performer's concep-
tion of the music may reflect these differences. Homophonic
compositions usually contain one important or primary
voice, a melody, and several secondary voices with similar
rhythmic or harmonic properties that support the melody
and form strong across-voice associations. Most 19th-cen-
tury Western tonal music is written in the homophonic style.
Polyphonic compositions tend to contain multiple voices of
(roughly) equal importance with different rhythmic proper-
ties and thus have stronger within-voice than across-voice
associations. Much of J. S. Bach's contrapuntal music dem-

onstrates the polyphonic style. Homophonic and polyphonic
music are often considered opposite compositional styles
(Apel, 1972). (Many musical pieces may lie on a continuum
between these styles.) We investigated the correspondence
between composers' and performers' conceptions of musical
structure in Experiment 1, by comparing production errors
for performances of the two compositional styles. If pro-
duction errors reflect influences of compositional structure
on the mental planning of a performance, then they may
differ in content for homophonic and polyphonic music.

Another prediction of the communication perspective is
that errors reflect the relative importance of musical events
according to the performer's conceptualization of the piece.
This prediction stems from work in musical interpretation
and its effects in skilled performance. The role of interpre-
tation in Western tonal music is to allow each performer to
decide the relative importance of musical events; the per-
former emphasizes some events at the expense of others to
communicate particular constituent structures. Many re-
searchers have studied the timing and intensity characteris-
tics of piano performances that serve to emphasize the per-
former's intended musical structure (cf. Clarke, 1985;
Gabrielsson, 1987; Palmer, 1989; Repp, 1990; Shaffer &
Todd, 1987). However, errors as an index of interpretation
have received less attention. If interpretations determine the
contents of mental plans, then their experimental manipu-
lation should lead to systematic changes in errors that reflect
changes in the relative importance of musical events. We
investigated how musical interpretation influences the plan-
ning of music performance in Experiment 2 by comparing
performances in which the same pianist is instructed to
emphasize different interpretations of musical structure for
the same musical piece.

Music Production Errors

Despite the prevailing view that production breakdowns
provide rich information about cognitive planning processes
(Norman, 1981), there is little documented evidence of
errors in music performance; primarily caused by method-
ological limitations. Deviations from the musical notation
are expected in Western tonal music as part of a performer's
artistic license, and it is often difficult to distinguish these
artistic deviations from actual errors. For example, the vari-
ability of timing and velocity measures in keyboard perfor-
mances often increases with playing speed (MacKenzie &
Van Eerd, 1990). Therefore, most references to musical
errors refer to pitch events, because pitch is relatively fixed
by the compositional notation of Western tonal music. Slo-
boda (1985) described some pitch errors in sight-read piano
performances in which more likely events (those in the key
of the piece) were substituted for less likely events (that
were actually typesetting mistakes in the musical notation).
Palmer (1992) reported a small collection of pitch errors in
well-practiced piano performances, in which performers'
interpretations of the phrasal relationships among musi-
calelements influenced the likelihood of different error
types at phrase boundaries. Thus, some limited evidence
suggests that errors reflect multiple relationships among the
events planned in music performance.
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There are several advantages to studying errors in the
domain of music performance. First, computer-monitored
musical instruments allow error detection that is free of
perceptual biases, that can arise in acoustic domains. Sec-
ond, we can avoid some of the sampling biases that arise
from error collection methods in other domains, by control-
ling the frequency of occurrence of musical events in a
piece. Also, errors are fairly commonplace in piano perfor-
mance; the demands of producing many events quickly are
so great that errors appear even in highly skilled perfor-
mances (cf. Palmer, 1992). Finally, the metrical and rhyth-
mic structure of Western music performance require that
musicians continue (instead of stopping) when an error is
made, which provides naturalistic conditions for study of
uninterrupted errors (those in which the performer's intent is
unambiguous).

We examined pitch errors in piano performance in two
experiments. Pianists' performances are collected on a com-
puter-monitored acoustic piano that allows precise measure-
ment of frequency, timing, and hammer velocity (correlated
with intensity) for each key pressed. As in other experimen-
tal studies of production errors (Baars, Motley, & MacKay,
1975; Dell, 1986; Ellis, 1980), we attempted to separate
errors that were due to failures of planning from those that
were due to failures of input (i.e., failures that occur during
perception or learning of what is to be performed). Although
interesting, perceptual and learning errors do not necessarily
reflect failures of planning because the performer's intent
may have been successfully enacted. For this reason, we
used two types of musical stimuli: well-learned (familiar)
music that the performer has memorized, and short musical
excerpts that are easily sight-read (unfamiliar music per-
formed from notation).

We adopted an error coding scheme similar to that used in
speech error research (Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1975; Stem-

Size Source Type

berger, 1982), with modifications for the musical domain. A
summary of the coding scheme is shown in Figure 1. First,
the question of what units of knowledge form plans can be
addressed by evaluating the size of pitch errors; they can
involve one note event or multiple simultaneous notes (re-
ferred to here as a chord). The co-occurrence of more than
one plan is often reflected in the units that interact in an
error: the target, an intended event, and the intruder, an
unintended event that replaces the target. The intruder can
reflect different sources of planning: contextual (from the
immediately surrounding musical context as in a misorder-
ing), or noncontextual (not from the immediate context).
Different error types can indicate the particular planning
processes likely to compete: A substitution involves an in-
truder replacing a target; an addition involves an intruder
being added (without replacing a target); a deletion involves
a target being deleted; and a shift involves the movement of
a target to a neighboring location. Finally, contextual errors
can reflect the range of influence of different plans in the
type of movement, including forward movement (an event
performed too early; anticipations), backward movement
(an event performed too late; perseverations), or both
(events switching neighboring locations; exchanges). The
computation of similar components during planning may
also be reflected in other target-intruder relations, such as
harmonic similarity (sharing the same chord type) and dia-
tonic similarity (sharing the same key). Thus, we coded
pitch errors for additional target-intruder relations, which
are described more fully in Experiment 1.

Experiment 1: Influences of Compositional Structure

We examined the influence of compositional structure
on the size of units planned in music performance by pre-
senting pianists with two types of musical compositions:

Movement

Substitution

Contextual

Single-/
note
errors

Addition

anticipation (forward)
i

perseveration (backward)

Deletion of repeating pitch

Shift

Substitution

exchange (both)

anticipation (forward)

s
\̂  perseveration (backward)

forward movement

\ backward movement

, Noncontextual Addition

Deletion of nonrepeating pitch

Figure 1. Pitch error coding scheme for single-note errors. (The same coding scheme was repeated
for errors of chord size and note/chord combinations.)
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homophonic and polyphonic, each containing three simul-
taneous voices or parts. The homophonic compositions
contained one melody and two accompanying voices of
secondary importance. Thus, homophonic structure empha-
sized across-voice associations, and errors should reflect
associations among simultaneous voices (chords). The poly-
phonic compositions contained two melodies and a third
(less important) voice. Thus, polyphonic structure empha-
sized within-voice associations, and errors should reflect
associations among elements within the voices (single
notes). Our hypothesis was that compositional structures
should influence performers' conceptual representations of
the music, which in turn should be revealed in distinctive
error patterns. Homophonic performances should display
more chord errors, and polyphonic performances should
display more single-note errors, despite the equivalent num-
ber of chords and single-note elements in the two compo-
sitions. In addition, the compositional structures may affect
pianists' conceptions of similarity among simultaneous mu-
sical elements. Because homophonic structure emphasizes
across-voice associations, error targets and intruders may be
harmonically similar (of the same chord type) more often in
homophonic than in polyphonic performances.

The relative importance of different voices may provide
another compositional influence on planning performance.
Both homophonic and polyphonic compositions contain
multiple voices, some of which are more important than
others. If performers' conceptual representations reflect the
compositional emphasis given to different voices, then error
patterns may also reflect voice emphasis, with fewer errors
in melodic (most important) than in nonmelodic (less im-
portant) voices. We examined the effects of voice emphasis
on errors by comparing performances of pieces containing
different numbers and locations (in frequency range) of
melodies. Skilled pianists memorized short homophonic and
polyphonic pieces and then performed them at a faster speed
to induce a higher error rate, a common method in studies of
experimentally elicited errors (Dell, 1986; Ellis, 1980; Lev-

itt & Healy, 1985). All pitch errors were collected on the
computer and were analyzed for compositional influences.

Method

Subjects. Sixteen skilled pianists (aged 18-34 years) from
the Columbus, Ohio, community participated in the experiment.
The pianists had a mean of 15 years (range = 8-23 years) of pri-
vate instruction and a mean of 18 years (range = 12-26 years) of
playing experience. All of the pianists were comfortable with
sight reading and memorizing short pieces. None were familiar
with the pieces used in this study.

Materials. Examples of the musical stimuli are shown in
Figure 2. The musical pieces were constructed as follows: Two
simple melodies of the same length were composed, one in the
high-frequency range (in the key of E-flat major, shown in Figure
2) and one in the low-frequency range (in the key of A major).
These melodies will be referred to as primary melodies. A two-
voice homophonic and polyphonic accompaniment was then cre-
ated for each primary melody (in the lower frequency range for
the high-frequency melody and the higher frequency range for
the low-frequency melody). The homophonic accompaniment
consisted of two nonmelodic voices with equal numbers of note
events. The polyphonic accompaniment consisted of a nonme-
lodic voice and a melodic voice, or secondary melody (marked in
Figure 2). The secondary melody was constructed so that it had
approximately the same number of note events as the primary
melody it accompanied, as well as the same amount of change in
pitch range and note durations. Each piece was constructed so
that it had the same total number of chords (nine) and approxi-
mately the same total number of note events (range = 31-34);
thus, the likelihood of a single-note or chord error was equivalent
across stimuli. This yielded a total of four stimulus pieces, two
homophonic and two polyphonic, each of which contained three
voices.

Apparatus. Pianists performed on a computer-monitored
Yamaha Disklavier acoustic upright piano. Optical sensors and
solenoids in the piano allowed precise recording and playback
without affecting the touch or sound of the acoustic instrument.
The timing resolution was 2 ms for note events, with precision
(measured by the standard deviation of onset-to-onset durations

HOMOPHONIC STRUCTURE

Voice 1 -Primary Melody

Voice 2
Voice 3

POLYPHONIC STRUCTURE

Voice 1-Primary Melody

Voice 2
Voice 3-Secondary Melody

Figure 2. Experiment 1: Examples of homophonic and polyphonic stimuli composed from the
same melody (Voice 1).
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during recording) within 0.8% for durations in the range of the
performances. The pitch, timing, and hammer velocity values
(correlated with intensity) for each note event were recorded on
the computer, which detected all incorrect pitch events according
to the ideal values in the musical notation.

Procedure. The following procedure was repeated for each
piece: Pianists practiced a piece until they had memorized it (usu-
ally less than 10 min). The musical notation was then removed,
and recordings were made until the pianists were satisfied with at
least four performances. These initial performances provided a
measure of how well each pianist had learned the piece. Next, the
pianists were instructed to practice the piece two times at approx-
imately twice the speed of their initial performances. The subjects
then performed the piece 10 times at the faster speed; these per-
formances formed the test performances. Pianists were encour-
aged to continue if they made mistakes and were told that they
could reexamine the musical notation at any time if they were un-
sure of their memory. (In this event, 10 additional speeded per-
formances were recorded.) The pianists then performed the piece
again at the (slower) speed of their initial performances and no-
tated their fingering assignments. These last performances pro-
vided a measure of the retained memory for the piece over the
course of the experiment.

Each pianist performed each of the four pieces. Order of stim-
ulus presentation was determined by a Latin square design in
which pieces with different primary melodies were alternated.
The experiment lasted approximately 1.5 hours, and pianists were
paid $8 for their participation.

Results

Error coding. Examples of pitch errors in the test per-
formances and their codings are shown in Figure 3. Error
size was determined by comparing the number of incorrect
note events performed (intruders) to the number of in-
tended events in the musical notation that were in error
(targets). If one target or intruder was in error (whether it
was notated as a solitary pitch event or as part of a chord),
then the error was coded as a note error. If two or more si-
multaneous targets or intruders were in error, then the error
was coded as one chord error. If the target(s) and in-
truders) included both a note and a chord (as in a chord
being substituted by or substituting for a single note), then
the error was coded as a note/chord error. Source of error
was coded as contextual (reflecting a misordering) if the
intruder was from the context immediately surrounding the
target (in any voice), as determined by the musical nota-
tion. Target-intruder relations were coded for harmonic
similarity (coded same if intruder was one of three pitches
[first, third, and fifth scale steps], from target chord type; if
no target chord was present in the musical notation, then
similarity was not coded) and for diatonic similarity (cod-
ed same if intruder was one of the seven pitches in the dia-
tonic key of the piece). Voice emphasis was coded as pri-
mary melody, secondary melody (in polyphonic pieces), or
nonmelody. Location of error target was coded as Voice 1
(highest frequency voice), Voice 2 (next highest), Voice 3
(lowest frequency voice), or combination of these (for
chord errors).

An inherent problem in coding production errors is the
ambiguity that arises from different possible codings of the
same error. A common strategy, which we follow here, is
to choose the simplest or most economical coding, in

SIZE: chord
SOURCE: contextual
TYPE: substitution
MOVEMENT: anticipation (forward)

SIZE: note
SOURCE: noncontextual
TYPE: addition

SIZE: chord
SOURCE: contextual
TYPE: shift
MOVEMENT: backward

Figure 3. Experiment 1: Three pitch error examples and their
coding in size (note/chord/both), source (contextual/noncon-
textual), type (substitution/addition/deletion/shift), and movement
(forward/backward/both).

terms of the number of rules required. For example, the
production of Pitch C in place of Pitch D was coded as a
substitution rather than as a deletion plus an addition. The
presence of simultaneous voices provided additional infor-
mation for distinguishing among possible codings. If an er-
ror occurred in one of many simultaneous voices, then the
consequences to the other voices were used to rule out
some coding combinations, because the other voices often
reflected the same (or different) processes. Remaining
coding ambiguities, which formed less than 2% of the total
errors, were divided equally among the possible coding
categories.

Errors in the 10 test (speeded) performances that oc-
curred in the same location in three or more of the four ini-
tial performances or in the last performance (normal
speed) were not included in the analyses, because they
may have reflected perceptual or learning problems. Errors
in the locations immediately adjacent to these errors were
also excluded, as were interrupted errors (those corrected
midway through the error), because they could not be
coded unambiguously. This resulted in a total of 283 in-
cluded pitch errors; excluded errors formed less than 10%
of the total errors. The number of errors in each perfor-
mance was correlated with the mean rate at which it was
performed (measured by the average quarter note duration)
to ensure that the instructions to play quickly did not ac-
count for differences in error rates across subjects. The
correlations were small and ranged from r = -.32 to .32
across stimuli (p > .10), which indicated that the number
of errors was not simply a function of individual speed.
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Order of stimulus presentation did not affect the number of
errors or interact with other variables, and it was, there-
fore, removed from further analyses. Following other stud-
ies of experimentally elicited errors (Dell, 1986; Ellis,
1980; Levitt & Healy, 1985), all statistical analyses were
conducted on the number of errors in each subject's test
performances; error percentages are presented in all figures
for comparison across conditions and experiments relative
to chance estimates. Parametric tests (analyses of variance;
ANOVAs) were conducted on the total number of errors,
and nonparametric tests (sign and matched-pairs signed
rank) were conducted on comparisons of specific error
types (subsets). Errors were examined in terms of their
size, source (target-intruder relations), and voice influ-
ences (melody and location).

Unit size. Error percentages are shown in Figure 4 for
each condition as a function of size. First, most errors
(98%) involved one size unit (chord or note) rather than a
mixture (note/chord error). Second, most errors (91%) in-
volved single notes (whether from part of a chord or from
a solitary notated event). Third, error size differed by com-
positional structure, as shown in Figure 4. A Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed ranks test on the number of note and
chord errors indicated that there was a significant interac-
tion between condition and size, with more chord errors in
homophonic (13) than polyphonic (3) performances and
more note errors in polyphonic (160) than homophonic
(100) performances (p < .05), despite the equal chance es-
timates for note and chord errors across compositional
structures.

Target-intruder relations. Target-intruder relations were
examined first in contextual errors. Contextual errors made
up 57% of the total errors, the greatest percentages of
which were substitutions (31%) and contextual deletions
(deletion of a repeating pitch, 31%). Of the movement er-
rors (substitutions, additions, and shifts, which comprised
69% of the contextual errors), forward (early) movement
was most frequent (52%), backward (late) movement next
most frequent (37%), and bidirectional movement (ex-
changes) least frequent (11%). Thus, the instructions to
perform quickly did not prevent the planning of upcoming
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Figure 4. Experiment 1: Error percentages for each condition
(compositional structure) by unit size.
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Figure 5. Percentages of harmonically similar noncontextual er-
rors by condition. (First two bars, Experiment 1; third bar, Exper-
iment 2; fourth bar, chance estimate.)

events (forward movement) from contributing heavily to
errors in both conditions.

Target-intruder relations were examined next in noncon-
textual errors (those for which the intruders' source was
undetermined). We expected that intruders and targets
would be harmonically similar (of the same chord type)
more often in the presence of stronger across-voice associ-
ations (homophonic compositions) than in the presence of
within-voice associations (polyphonic compositions). By
chance, 3 of the 12 possible intruder pitch values (across
the entire frequency range) were of the same chord type as
the target (3:12 is used here for chance estimate because
the set of harmonically acceptable pitches differs for each
chord and sometimes includes nondiatonic elements). Only
those noncontextual errors with targets that had harmonic
content that was unambiguously determined by the musical
notation were included in the analysis (those for which the
first, third, and fifth scale steps were present, or two were
present and surrounding chords unambiguously defined the
chord type). Figure 5 shows the error percentages of har-
monically similar noncontextual intruders in each condi-
tion; 25 of 44 noncontextual intruders in homophonic per-
formances were of the same harmonic content as the target
(compared with the chance estimate of 3:12; sign test by
subject; p < .05). Only 8 of 26 noncontextual intruders in
polyphonic performances were of the same harmonic con-
tent as the target (compared with the chance estimate of
3:12; sign test by subject; p > .05). Although the differ-
ence between conditions in numbers of harmonically simi-
lar and dissimilar errors only approached significance
(matched pairs signed ranks test; p = .07), harmonic simi-
larity between targets and intruders was greater than
chance in the homophonic condition but not in the poly-
phonic condition. Contextual intruders did not tend to be
harmonically similar in either homophonic (18%) or poly-
phonic (27%) conditions.

Finally, target-intruder relations were examined for ef-
fects of diatonic key (set of seven pitches from which each
piece is composed). The intruders of noncontextual errors
were divided into two categories: those that were from the
same diatonic key as the targets and those that were not.
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(Total number of errors in this analysis is larger than in the
harmonic similarity analysis because harmonicity was
sometimes undetermined.) Of the 73 noncontextual intrud-
ers, 56 were from the same diatonic key; compared with
the chance estimate of 7:12 (number of diatonicxhromatic
pitches across the entire frequency range), the target-
intruder similarity was significant (sign test by subject; p
< .05), which indicates that the diatonic key context influ-
enced the pitch value of intruders. Diatonic similarity of
errors did not differ across homophonic and polyphonic
conditions. The diatonic error effects could not be ex-
plained by a tendency to hit white or black keys on the
keyboard; both black and white key errors were common
(as expected for the key signatures of these stimuli, which
were composed of 43% black keys), and they were equally
frequent in the diatonic and nondiatonic error subsets.

Because the criterion for classifying contextual errors is
strict (intruders must be from neighboring locations on ei-
ther side of the error), the diatonic similarity bias seen in
noncontextual errors may result from some noncontextual
intruders actually being contextual (from farther away in
the context and therefore diatonic). This explanation was
tested by removing noncontextual errors from the reanaly-
sis if their intruders occurred in the musical notation (as
targets) within a window of half of a measure on either
side of the error (the computed mean distance between any
given pitch event and its reoccurrence in the stimuli). Of
the 61 remaining intruders, 45 were from the diatonic key
(compared with the chance estimate of 7:12; sign test by
subject; p = .10), which suggested that the strict criterion
for contextual errors did not account solely for the diatonic
similarity bias.

Voice influences. The errors were next examined as a
function of voice emphasis. Chord errors were divided
among each voice involved (.33 per voice for 3 voices or
.5 for two-note chord errors). A two-way ANOVA con-
ducted on the number of errors for each subject by voice
emphasis (primary melody, nonmelody [middle voice], and
nonmelody2 [secondary melody in polyphonic perfor-
mances]) and by condition (homophonic and polyphonic)
indicated a significant main effect of voice emphasis, F(2,
30) = 13.5, p < .01, MSe = 2.2. Errors were least common
in the melody (n = 44.5; 16% of all errors) and most com-
mon in the middle voice (the voice that was never melody;
n = 162.5; 57% of all errors). There was no main effect of
compositional condition or interaction with voice empha-
sis, which suggests that melody is important in both com-
positional structures.

Because melodies in Western tonal music often occur in
the mid- to high-frequency range, the melody advantage
may reflect in part a location or frequency range advan-
tage. Therefore, the errors were reexamined for the subset
of voices in which the melody and frequency range were
systematically varied across the stimuli (Voices 1 and 3).
Figure 6 shows the error percentages across stimuli as a
function of voice emphasis (melody or nonmelody) and
frequency range (high [Voice 1] or low [Voice 3]). The
chance estimates (expected number of errors for each
voice) are not shown in Figure 6 because the comparison
is drawn across stimuli (whose number of events in each
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Figure 6. Experiment 1: Error percentages by voice emphasis
(melody/nonmelody) and frequency range (Voice I/Voice 3).

voice differ); however, all stimuli contained at least as
many melody events as nonmelody events, which made
the chance estimates for melody errors higher than (pre-
dicted findings in the opposite direction of) the tests re-
ported. A two-way ANOVA on the number of errors for
each subject by voice emphasis (melody or nonmelody)
and frequency range (high or low) indicated a significant
main effect of voice emphasis, F(l, 15) = 8.2, p < .05,
MSe - 3.4, and a trend toward significance in effects of
frequency range, F(l, 15) = 3.4, p < .10, MSe - 4.6. There
were fewer errors in the melody voice (n = 44.5) than in
the nonmelody voice (n = 76), and there were fewer errors
in the high-frequency voice (n = 45) than in the low-
frequency voice (n = 76). There was no interaction be-
tween the variables, which suggests that both melody ad-
vantage and highest frequency (Voice 1) advantage
contribute to the likelihood of errors, with events in rela-
tively important voices and highest frequency locations
less prone to error.

Melody-to-articulator mapping. We examined a col-
lection of Western tonal piano music to test the possibility
that the high-frequency advantage reflects some kind of ar-
ticulatory advantage of hand or finger movements, by
measuring how often the melody occurred in the high-
frequency voice and how often it was controlled by the
outer right-hand fingers. In multivoiced piano music, the
melody can appear in any voice or frequency range and
can be controlled by fingers on either hand. A skilled mu-
sician, experienced on viola and piano, who was unfamil-
iar with the goals of the experiment, analyzed a selection
of 142 pieces from 19th- and early 20th-century piano rep-
ertoire. For each piece, the musician identified the melody
and the hand and finger assignments controlling it. The
melody was in the highest frequency range and was con-
trolled by the right hand in 91% of the pieces. Of the 111
pieces containing two voices in the right hand, the melody
was in the highest frequency range controlled by the outer
right-hand fingers (Digits 3, 4, and 5) in 90% of the cases.
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This analysis suggests that the mapping of melody to the
high-frequency range controlled by the outer right-hand
finger movements is highly consistent in Western tonal pi-
ano repertoire and may account for the lower error rates
associated with movements controlled by those articula-
tors.

Discussion

Pitch errors in piano performances demonstrated effects
of compositional structure on the units planned in music
performance. The size and contents of pitch errors differed
across musical compositions: Although single-note errors
were most prevalent in all performances, chord errors were
more common in homophonic performances, and note er-
rors in polyphonic performances. In addition, compositional
structure affected similarity relationships among elements;
target-intruder elements shared harmonic (chordal) content
more often in homophonic performances (emphasizing
across-voice associations) than in polyphonic performances
(emphasizing within-voice associations). Finally, target-
intruder elements shared diatonic (key) content more often
than chance in both compositional structures. These find-
ings implicate the same representational levels of melody,
harmony, and tonality as posited for music perception, on
the basis of note, chord, and key units, respectively. How-
ever, the production errors further indicate that different
emphasis is given to each level, in accordance with the
performer's conception of the compositional structure and
the associations formed among musical voices.

Melodic importance and frequency range also influenced
the contents of pitch errors, with the fewest errors occurring
in the melody and in the highest frequency voice. The latter
effect may be due to a well-learned mapping between mel-
ody and articulators (hand and finger movements) in West-
ern tonal piano music; because the melody typically re-
ceives the most emphasis, performers may learn to control
melodic-based movements better than other movements.
However, the hand controlling the melody in these stimuli
did not control any other voices, whereas the alternate hand
controlled multiple voices. Thus, the melody advantage may
actually be due to an articulatory advantage of fewer de-
mands on the hand controlling the melody. Also, the choice
of melody (and interpretation of relative importance) was
uncontrolled in this experiment. The pianists may have in-
terpreted the highest frequency voice as melody, regardless
of the melody implied by the compositions. If so, the highest
frequency advantage may actually be due to a conceptual
(melodic) interpretation rather than to a well-learned artic-
ulatory effect. The next experiment addresses these potential
confoundings.

Experiment 2: Influences of Melodic Emphasis

We examined the conceptual and articulatory effects on
melodic emphasis by asking pianists to perform the same
musical pieces according to different melodic interpreta-
tions. Performers of Western tonal music can often choose
among multiple interpretations of the same musical ele-
ments, such as which voice is the melody or most important

voice. If conceptualizations of melody enhance the subse-
quent retrieval, organization, and execution of those musical
events in performance, then the number of errors should be
lowest for the voice interpreted as melody (regardless of
which voice that might be). In addition, we further investi-
gated the articulatory effects on melodic emphasis by choos-
ing pieces that contained multiple melodies located across
the frequency range (controlled by different hand and finger
movements).

This study was also designed to control for the potentially
confounding variables of hand assignment and melodic
voice. To control for hand assignments, we chose poly-
phonic pieces, half containing two melodies controlled by
the same hand, and half containing two melodies controlled
by different hands. Thus, the melody advantage, if obtained
for all stimuli, could be attributed to a conceptual advantage
rather than to a hand assignment advantage. Also, each
pianist was instructed to conceive of a particular voice as
melody in each performance, allowing us to determine
whether the high-frequency advantage is actually attribut-
able to a conceptual interpretation of melody. Because the
polyphonic stimuli used in this experiment were longer than
those in the previous experiment and the task of changing
interpretations was demanding, pianists performed from the
musical notation (rather than from memory).

Method

Subjects. Sixteen pianists (aged 21-59 years), from the Co-
lumbus, Ohio, community participated in the experiment. The pi-
anists had a mean of 18 years (range = 14-30 years) of private
instruction and a mean of 27 years (range = 15-55 years) of ex-
perience on piano. Seven of the pianists participated in Experi-
ment 1. All of the pianists reported that they were comfortable
with sight-reading and with performing various melodic interpre-
tations.

Materials. The stimuli were chosen from the opening sec-
tions (the first three or four measures) of four three-part inven-
tions by J. S. Bach (E-minor, A-major, D-minor, and F-major).
Two of the four excerpts (E-minor and A-major) are shown in
Figure 7. These four excerpts were chosen because they contain
the entrance of three musical voices and allow at least two differ-
ent interpretations of melodic emphasis.

Apparatus. Pianists performed on a computer-monitored
Boesendorfer SE imperial concert grand piano. Optical sensors
and solenoids in the piano allowed precise recording and play-
back without affecting the touch or sound of the acoustic instru-
ment. The timing resolution was 1.25 ms for note events, with
precision (represented by the standard deviation of onset-to-onset
durations during recording) within 0.3% for durations in the
range of the performances. All note events were recorded on
computer, which detected all incorrect pitch events according to
the ideal values in the musical notation.

Procedure. The following procedure was repeated for each
of the four excerpts: Pianists practiced an excerpt until they were
satisfied with their performance, and then five performances were
recorded. The five performances provided a measure of how well
the pianists had learned the excerpt. Next, the pianists were asked
to perform the excerpt five times, emphasizing a particular voice
as melody (in Figure 7, either the upper or middle voice). Then
they were asked to perform the excerpt five more times, empha-
sizing an alternative voice as melody. These melodic interpreta-
tions formed the test trials, which were analyzed for errors. Pia-
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Voice 1-Melody
Voice 2-Melody

Voice 3

Voice 1-Melody
Voice 2-Melody
Voice 3

Figure 7. Experiment 2: Examples of melody-interpretation stimuli. Three-Part Invention in [top]
E-Minor and [bottom] A-Major by J. S. Bach. (Brackets indicate implied polyphony passage in
A-major stimulus; vertical lines indicate sections of stimuli containing the two alternative melodies.)

nists were encouraged not to stop during a performance if they
made mistakes. Finally, pianists were asked to indicate (a) their
fingering assignments for the excerpt and (b) whether they were
previously familiar with the excerpt.

All pianists performed the four excerpts in the same random
order. Order of melody instruction was nested within excerpt, and
a Latin square design determined the order in which the voices
were presented as instructed melody across excerpts. The experi-
ment lasted approximately 1.5 hr, and pianists were paid $8 for
their participation.

Results

Only the section of each stimulus excerpt that contained
the two instructed melodies was coded and analyzed for
pitch errors (in Figure 7, the last two measures). Errors
occurring in the same location in four or more of the five
initial performances and in the test trials, as well as errors in
adjacent locations and interrupted errors, were excluded
from the analyses either because they could reflect learning
problems or because they could not be coded unambigu-
ously. This resulted in a total of 601 included errors. Of the
16 X 4 subject-stimulus combinations, in only 7 cases were
the subjects familiar with the excerpts (they had performed
it an average of 10 years previously). The errors of these
subjects did not reveal any differences, and the analyses
were conducted on all errors.

A two-way ANOVA conducted on the number of errors
for each subject by stimulus excerpt (4) and by melody-
instruction order within stimulus (first or second) indicated
a significant main effect of both variables; errors were more
common in some of the excerpts than in others, F(3, 45) =
7.3, p < .05, MSe = 33.6, and in earlier rather than in later
melody instruction performances, F(l, 15) = 7.1, p < .05,
MSe = 10.0; there was no interaction between the variables.
Post hoc comparisons on the mean number of errors in each
stimulus excerpt revealed significantly more errors for the
A-major excerpt (shown in Figure 7) than for the others (p
< .05); the total number of events was larger in this piece
than in the others, which provided more opportunities for
errors. The correlation between the number of errors in each
performance and the mean rate at which it was performed
(measured by the average quarter note duration) was not
significant (r = -.45 to -.13, p > .05), which indicated that

the number of errors was not simply a function of individual
speed. Errors were again examined in terms of their size,
source (target-intruder relations), and voice influences.

Unit size. Errors were first examined as a function of
size. All but one error (99%) involved one unit size (notes)
rather than a mixture (note/chord). Thus, the within-voice
associations of polyphonic music led to errors involving
single-note units, as in Experiment 1.

Target-intruder relations. Target-intruder relations were
first examined in contextual errors. Of the total errors 38%
were contextual, the most common of which were shifts
(45%) and additions (32%). Of the movement errors (sub-
stitutions, additions, and shifts, which composed 90% of
the contextual errors), backward (late) movement was most
frequent (69%), forward (early) movement was the next
most frequent (30%), and bidirectional movement (ex-
changes) was the least frequent (1%). There were fewer
contextual errors than in Experiment 1; however, there
were also fewer opportunities for contextual deletions in
these stimuli (because they contained fewer repeating
pitches). The percentages of contextual errors as recalcu-
lated without contextual deletions, were 47% for Experi-
ment 1 and 36% for Experiment 2.

Noncontextual errors were first examined for harmonic
similarity between targets and intruders. The percentage of
harmonically similar errors in this experiment is shown in
Figure 5. Only 24 of 89 noncontextual intruders (27%)
were of the same harmonic content as the target (compared
with the 3:12 chance estimate, sign test by subject, p >
.05). Targets and intruders did not tend to be harmonically
similar, analogous to the findings for polyphonic perfor-
mances in Experiment 1. The lower percentage of harmon-
ically similar errors in this experiment suggests a possible
influence of the task context; in Experiment 1, homopho-
nic and polyphonic trials were mixed, whereas all trials in
this experiment were polyphonic. Contextual errors in this
experiment also tended to be harmonically dissimilar.

Diatonic similarity in noncontextual errors was tested by
examining the number of intruders from the same diatonic
key as the targets. Of the 122 intruders, 99 (81%) were
from the same diatonic key; this proportion was compared
with the chance estimate of 7:12 (sign test by subject, p <
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.05), indicating that the diatonic key context again influ-
enced the pitch values of noncontextual intruders.

Voice influences. Voice influences were first examined
in error rates as a function of melodic emphasis. A two-
way ANOVA on the number of errors for each subject by
voice emphasis (instructed melody, alternate melody, and
nonmelody) and by stimulus excerpt (1, 2, 3, and 4) indi-
cated a significant effect of voice emphasis, F(2, 30) = 8.3,
p < .01, MSe = 4.1. Errors were least common in the mel-
ody (n = 122; 20% of all errors) and most common in the
alternate melody (n = 303; 50%). There was also a main
effect of stimulus excerpt, F(3, 45) = 7.3, p < .01, MSC -
5.6, with more errors in Piece 2 (the A-major excerpt; n =
268) than in the other excerpts; there was no interaction of
excerpt with voice emphasis.

The errors were next examined in terms of frequency
range and hand assignments. In half of the excerpts, the
two melodies were controlled by the same hand, and in the
other half they were controlled by different hands (verified
by performers' notated hand and fingering assignments).
Figure 8 shows the error percentages for each excerpt as a
function of voice emphasis, frequency range, and hand as-
signments. A three-way ANOVA on the number of errors
for each subject by voice emphasis (instructed or alternate

melody), frequency range (high or low), and hand assign-
ment (melodies controlled by same or different hands) in-
dicated a significant main effect of voice emphasis, F(l,
15) = 13.8, p < .01, MSe = 4.7, and of frequency range,
F(l, 15) = 14.2, p < .01, MSe = 5.3. There were fewer er-
rors in the instructed melody (n = 122) and in the highest
frequency range (Voice 1; n = 114.5) than there were in the
other voice. There was also a significant main effect of
hand assignment, F(l, 15) = 6.9, p < .05, MSe - 8.7, and
a significant interaction of hand assignment with frequency
range, F(l, 15) = 14.8, p < .01, MSe = 3.4.

Both the main effect of hand assignment and the interac-
tion with frequency range were primarily due to the larger
number of errors in the low-frequency melody (Voice 2)
controlled by the left hand in a particular section of Piece
2 (marked in Figure 7 with brackets). This section of Piece
2 contains an implied polyphony: a compositional tech-
nique of creating two lines in a single voice by using large
frequency intervals between subsequent note events. The
rapid succession of large frequency intervals often creates
an auditory streaming effect, which results in the percep-
tion of two separate voices (cf. Bregman, 1990). If per-
formers interpreted this section as containing two separate
lines within Voice 2, then the error rates in Voice 2 should
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Figure 8. Experiment 2: Error percentages for each stimulus piece by voice emphasis, frequency range, and hand assignments.
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increase in this section relative to other sections of the
same voice (without implied polyphony), because of an in-
terpretation of more parts of the voice as nonmelody. The
errors were reanalyzed without the implied polyphony sec-
tion to test whether this interpretation accounted for the in-
teraction of hand assignment with frequency range. The
same three-way ANOVA on the number of errors for each
subject by voice emphasis, frequency range, and hand as-
signment without the implied polyphony section indicated
significant effects of voice emphasis, F ( l ,15)=15 .1 , / ?<
.01, MSe = 3.8, and frequency range, F(l, 15) = 8.5, p <
.02, MSC = 3.6, with fewer errors in the instructed melody
(n = 86; 18%) and the highest frequency voice (n = 108.5;
22%). There was no effect of hand assignment or interac-
tion with frequency range, which suggests that the previ-
ous effects were indeed due to the implied polyphony sec-
tion in Piece 2. Thus, the results indicate that in the
absence of implied polyphony, the high-frequency voice
advantage was not influenced by the number of melodies
controlled by a hand.

The chance estimates shown in Figure 8 (dashed lines)
reflect the number of errors predicted to occur in each
voice (on the basis of the percentage of events in each
voice within an excerpt and the overall error rate for each
excerpt). The dashed lines indicate that errors were less
likely to occur by chance in one voice than in another. We
compared the observed and expected numbers of errors
among voices within each excerpt to determine whether
the frequency range effects differed from the chance esti-
mates. A Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test on the
observed difference in number of errors between the two
voices and the predicted difference, which was based on
chance estimates, indicated a significantly larger observed
difference for each excerpt (p < .05), except Piece 3. As
shown in Figure 8, errors were significantly less likely to
occur in the high-frequency voice (Voice 1), relative to
chance estimates.

Discussion

Pianists' different melodic interpretations of the same mu-
sic suggest that conceptualizations of melody influence the
planning of musical elements in performance. Melodic el-
ements were less prone to error, regardless of which voice
(and which frequency range) was interpreted as melody. The
highest frequency voice was also less prone to error, regard-
less of whether it was the melody. Because half of the
musical stimuli contained the two melodic voices in the
same hand and the other half in different hands, the melody
advantage can be attributed to the performers' conceptions
of relative importance rather than to an articulatory advan-
tage for the melody. Also, pianists were instructed to con-
ceive of a particular voice as melody in each performance,
which allowed us to rule out the possibility that the high-
frequency advantage was attributable to an interpretation of
the highest frequency voice as melody. A tendency toward
right-hand dominance would not explain the high-frequency
advantage either; because the findings were unaffected by
the presence or absence of other melodies in the right hand.
Thus, the lower error rate in the high-frequency voice sug-

gests an articulatory advantage for the outer right-hand fin-
gers that cannot be accounted for by hand assignments alone
and that appears to be independent of conceptual processes
of melody interpretation.

The compositional influences found in Experiment 1, in
which musical pieces were performed from memory, were
replicated in this sight-reading task. Consistent with the
finding that polyphonic compositions emphasize within-
voice more than across-voice associations, errors in this
experiment tended to contain single-note events, and target-
intruder harmonic similarity was low. Finally, targets and
intruders tended to be diatonically related (from the same
key) in both experiments, as expected for these stimulus
pieces that display the key relationships typical of Western
tonal music.

General Discussion

We investigated the units of knowledge underlying music
performance by examining the size and contents of produc-
tion errors. Pitch errors made by skilled pianists implicated
different types of units (notes, chords, and keys). Contrary
to a strict perceptual hypothesis that individual notes always
form the primary level of units, the likelihood of each unit
type in production errors changed in different musical con-
texts. In Experiment 1, multivoiced (chord) errors were
more likely in performances of musical compositions em-
phasizing across-voice associations, and single-voice (note)
errors were more likely for compositions emphasizing with-
in-voice associations. Harmonic (same-chord) errors were
more likely for compositions that emphasized across-voice
associations, and diatonic (same-key) errors occurred more
often than chance in both types of compositions. Thus, the
competing plans that formed production errors reflected
multiple levels of musical structure, with different units at
each level. Performers' conceptual interpretations influ-
enced the contents of errors as well, with events interpreted
as melody less likely to be in error in both experiments.
Because music performance communicates composers' and
performers' conceptions of musical structure, it is appropri-
ate that both compositional style and performers' interpre-
tations affected the relative importance of musical elements
and their likelihood of error.

These findings suggest that retrieval processes during mu-
sic performance may reflect the same relationships among
levels of musical structure as do encoding processes during
perception. For example, the different error sizes and
sources of influence support the assumption that perfor-
mance plans are constructed from multidimensional rela-
tionships among melodic, harmonic, and diatonic elements.
Perceptual models of musical pitch also posit interrelations
among melodic, harmonic, and diatonic dimensions, such as
how closely related elements are on the circle of fifths or
whether elements share the same diatonic key (Bharucha,
1987; Gjerdingen, 1989; Krumhansl & Kessler, 1982;
Longuet-Higgins, 1978). The harmonic and diatonic rela-
tions found among error targets and intruders also fit well
with proposals of how memory associations are formed
among musical elements. Discrimination and recall tasks
indicate that musical keys are strongly associated with their
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component chords, and musical chords with their compo-
nent tones, such that diatonically and harmonically related
elements are more often confused with each other than with
unrelated elements (Cuddy, Cohen, & Miller, 1979; Krum-
hansl, 1990). These perceptual findings suggest that a
chord's component tones are likely to be confused (and
subsequently replaced) with diatonically and harmonically
related tones, as reported in these production errors.

Articulatory processes also influenced performance plan-
ning, resulting in a reduced likelihood of error in the highest
frequency voice controlled by outer right-hand fingers. Fur-
thermore, this articulatory advantage appeared to be inde-
pendent of conceptual processes of melody interpretation;
the highest frequency voice was less prone to error, regard-
less of whether it was interpreted as melody. The highest
frequency advantage persisted in the presence of additional
voices controlled by the right hand, ruling out a simple
explanation that is based on right-hand dominance. Our
analysis of Western tonal piano music suggests that the
high-frequency voice advantage may arise from a consis-
tent, well-learned mapping of the melody to outer right-
hand finger movements in keyboard performance. This mel-
ody placement may be correlated with a compositional bias
toward placing the melody in the frequency range of the
human voice (on keyboard instruments, the range typically
controlled by the right-hand fingers). In fact, the articulatory
advantage may have a perceptual analogue; some findings
suggest that listeners are especially sensitive to the voice in
the highest frequency range in polyphonic music perfor-
mances (Gregory, 1990; Huron, 1989).

Domain Specificity in Planning: Is Music Different?

How do these conceptual, retrieval-based, and articula-
tory influences in music performance compare with plan-
ning of skilled behavior in other domains? Perhaps the
broadest generality is the availability of knowledge about
events other than those currently being produced. This is
most apparent in the prevalence of contextual errors in
music, speech, typing, and other skilled behaviors (Garrett,
1975; Lashley, 1951; Shaffer, 1976); many errors are ac-
counted for by contextual elements that move a short dis-
tance, presumably because those elements are concurrently
being planned. Another generality across domains is the
distinct category information reflected in production errors.
Interacting items in errors tend to come from the same
category: Single notes interacted with notes, and chords
interacted with chords in 98% of all production errors re-
ported here. Similarly, in language production, substitutions
nearly always involve elements from the same structural
category (Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979); for example, word
substitutions tend to involve targets and intruders from the
same syntactic category (Fay & Cutler, 1977; Garrett,
1975). These speech error patterns are thought to reflect
category information as part of the speaker's representation
of lexical items. The music production errors suggest that
performers' knowledge about note, chord, and key catego-
ries constrains the information available during planning.
Category information may influence the retrieval of ele-
ments by strengthening associations among those that share

category membership while discouraging associations (and
subsequent confusion) between categories.

Two more specific analogies between music and language
production are found in production biases: namely, output
and similarity biases (Dell, 1986). An output bias is a ten-
dency for errors at one structural level to create output
containing meaningful or frequently occurring combina-
tions of elements at another level (Baars, Motley, &
MacKay, 1975; Dell, 1986). An output bias often found in
speech is that sound errors almost always result in permis-
sible (meaningful) phonemes in the speaker's language
(Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975; Wells, 1951). A similar out-
put bias is suggested by the interacting elements in music
production errors. Intruders in noncontextual pitch errors
tend to create diatonically acceptable elements (those of the
same key as the musical context). The diatonic bias resem-
bles the speech error bias because both result in "permissi-
ble" elements in that domain. A similarity bias is the ten-
dency for interacting elements in errors to be similar on
some perceptual or conceptual dimension (Dell, 1986;
Fromkin, 1971). Similarity biases in speech often occur in
sound and word errors, where interacting items are likely to
be related in sound or meaning (Dell & Reich, 1981; Fay &
Cutler, 1977; Fromkin, 1971). A musical parallel is seen in
the noncontextual pitch errors whose interacting items tend
to be harmonically related. (The harmonic similarity effect
is stricter than the speech bias effects because musical ele-
ments were judged here to be harmonically related only if
they were of the same chord type, not just if they were of a
related chord).

Output and similarity biases are important to theories of
production because they reflect diverse sources of knowl-
edge (often beyond the behavior being produced) that can
influence a particular outcome. Spreading activation models
of language account for these influences by feedback be-
tween activated lower level nodes (such as phonemes or
letters) and higher level nodes (such as words) that share
these elements. This feedback increases their associations
and the likelihood that an intrusion will resemble the target
or create another permissible element (Dell, 1986; McClel-
land & Rumelhart, 1981). Harmonic and diatonic similarity
in music production errors might likewise be accounted for
by feedback between levels; individual pitches may activate
the correct chord or key, which then activates other (incor-
rect but associated) constituent pitches in that chord or key
(as in Bharucha's, 1987, spreading activation model of tonal
perception). Thus, harmonically and diatonically related
pitch intruders would be more likely to occur than unrelated
intruders, because of associations formed among notes,
chords, and keys according to inclusion properties (the
pitches comprising each chord and key). This account also
fits with the prediction that discrimination errors tend to
occur between nearby elements in a similarity-ordered per-
ceptual space, made by geometric models of the psycholog-
ical distance among musical elements (Krumhansl &
Kessler, 1982; Lerdahl, 1988; Shepard, 1982).

There are important distinctions between music perfor-
mance and language production that are problematic for
both spreading activation and geometric models. First is the
fact that musical units lack fixed meaning: For example, the
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diatonic and harmonic relatedness of musical elements are
redefined for each context in which they appear. A second
distinction is the role of melodic interpretation; performers'
conceptions of melody determine each element's relative
importance and subsequent likelihood of error. One expla-
nation is that selective attending or monitoring for melodic
errors in performance, which can then be corrected before
execution, account for the melody advantage, similar to
editor-based models proposed for language production (cf.
Baars, Motley, & MacKay, 1975). However, an attentional
explanation suggests that performers would be better at
monitoring the melodic events in homophonic (one-melody)
than in polyphonic (multiple-melody) performances; this
prediction was not supported by the current findings. A
more parsimonious explanation of the melody advantage is
that conceptual prominence enhances the retrieval and or-
ganization of some events that are intended to be performed
simultaneously over others. Melodic elements may be re-
trieved first, and then accompanying chordal elements re-
trieved together in homophonic compositions and separately
(in order of decreasing importance) in polyphonic compo-
sitions. This ordering would account both for the melody
advantage (items retrieved first may be less often confused
with other items) and the enhanced likelihood of chord
errors in homophonic performances (items retrieved to-
gether may be more likely to err together).

We began with the assumption that music performance
reflects the communication of musical structure among
composers, performers, and listeners. Production errors in-
dicated different influences of conceptual (melody interpre-
tation), compositional (across- and within-voice associa-
tions), and articulatory processes (hand and finger
movements) in planning music performance. In addition,
the size, harmonic dimension and diatonic dimension of
production errors suggest that retrieval of musical elements
from memory reflects multiple structural levels and units.
These findings may not be unique to the domain of music;
cognitive organizations with these properties may serve to
ensure that retrieval matches encoding, which may make
communication possible between performers and listeners.
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